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Stuart the young seal has one dream and one dream only; to become a wrestling hero. Facing
adversity, namely through his school friends, parents and an angry meerkat, Stuart must step up
and prove that his love and passion of grappling is genuine if he is to change their opinions of
him and prove that he belongs in a wrestling ring. An endearing tale of determination, friendship,
bravery and leg-locks, the story is brought to life through inspiring illustrations provided by
Christina Collins.



For Isabella & Sophie xxxStuart the Wrestling SealWritten by Janek Puzon Illustrated by
Christina Collins

stuart the wrestling seal, stuart the minion, stuart little the movie, stuart the californians, stuart
the rat, stuart the help, stuart the internship, stuart the mouse, stuart townsend lord of the rings



Sarah Quinn, “My son loved it!. The Amazon parcel arrived while my 9 year old son was out. The
intention was to read it to him at bedtime but he'd started reading it himself before he'd even
taken his coat off. I'm slightly gutted that I didn't get to read it. He loved the story and the
character Stuart. It now has a place on his bedside table to be read and re-read no doubt. I might
have to sneak it away to read myself ”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Enjoyed by all. Enjoyed by all. 4 year old thought it was funny and Parents
particularly enjoyed some of the more subtle old school wrestling references”

ian holt, “My 5yr old LOVED this book!!. Bought this for my 5yr old boy and he LOVED it, we read
it over a couple of nights and he was engrossed!Brilliant writing and pictures would definitely buy
it again for a gift and recommend to others!”

no, “Mesmerising. Trying to get my boys to drop the PlayStation and read can be a real
challenge.Well, looks I've struck literary gold. The boys were mesmerised by this book. The
words on their lips afterwards, was when's the next book out, dad!?”

Miss Louise A. Medhurst, “Great book.. Love this book it definitely made me chuckle. I think I like
it more than my 4 Yr old..”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 13 people have provided feedback.
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